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Genesis of Project

• Ontology project
• Testing the theory
• Response to interest in linked data
• Inform business cases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The effort started with our intent to develop an internal ontology for OCLC. We’ve had a number of previous efforts and some on-going efforts to deliver linked data to the community but each used a different vocabulary and a different set of services. Could we map data from systems like VIAF, Dewey, and FAST to common linked data vocabulary and services? A set of data projects were approved and one had the general intent to develop DDC as a linked data set. We approached them with a common methodology to map the data fields to the ontology, prototype a data model for each system, and implement a set of data from each system to test the mappings and models.Note: We have no dates for completion and we reserve the right to halt the work should we discover some unsurmountable technical problem either with utilization of linked data to achieve OCLC mission or the costs of development of systems to effectively store & manage the data.



USE CASES



Faceted Search

• A user interested in Celtic peoples searches “Celts”
• The topic “Celts” is linked to T5—916 in the system
• Interdisciplinary number (940.04916) prioritized, but:
• Results include works on specific subjects built with the T5 

notation; based on discipline, users can narrow search 
results with faceting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An end user enters search terms. Each word or phrase is first searched against Dewey Relative Index terms and also against words/phrases in captions and class-here and including notes to identify Dewey notation associated with each concept in the search. That notation is then searched against Dewey number components in 685 fields, weighted by, e.g., the number of components matched.



Hierarchical Search

• A user wants works on air pollution (363.7392)
• The system checks for relevant works up and down the 

hierarchy (e.g., 363.739 for abridged classification, 
363.7392* for more specific built numbers)

• Using captions as search facets, the user can look for 
more or less specific works

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An end user submits a Dewey number search. The user is then guided to broaden or narrow the search, based on parent links that reflect the Dewey notational hierarchy or based on see references to or from the target number that reflect the Dewey structural hierarchy.We have a lot of this structure in place behind the scenes, so it would be great to leverage that directly for users’ benefit.



Cross-language Search

• A user is looking for works on vehicular traffic
• By linking terms, they can get the same results for 

“vehicular traffic”, “circulation des véhicules”, “traffico
veicolare”, or “kjøretøytrafikk”

• Most useful in multilingual contexts; users should still be 
able to filter results by language

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An end user submits a subject search using one or more terms from a terminology mapped to the Dewey Relative Index. The system identifies terms from other terminologies mapped to the same Relative Index headings as the original search term(s)and amplifies the original search with these additional terms.



Cross-Classification Search

• A user searches for “asterisms” (an LCSH)
• Though not explicitly given in Dewey, we’ve linked the 

term to 523.8, and perhaps the RI Constellations
• The system returns relevant results—even if there are no 

LCSH in its own data!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By linking Dewey with other classification systems, an end user doesn’t need to be familiar with the particular system used by a library—even if it’s Dewey! Some of this infrastructure is already in place, such as Dewey to LCSH mappings. It’s a matter of designing systems that can take advantage of those existing links, and building out further linked data, such as to other countries’ controlled vocabularies.



Collection Analysis

• Library staff want to get a sense of their library’s coverage 
of given topics

• The system checks against topics and classes to identify 
collection strengths and weaknesses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A selector working with a collection of materials gifted to the library searches each item in WorldCat. A link from each Dewey number to its associated caption (and/or class-here and including notes) helps the selector determine if resources should be added to the collection. If the number is built, captions / topics from class-here and including notes for each component are displayed; this assumes access to a service that decomposes Dewey numbers into their component parts.A library imports bib records with Dewey numbers for recently acquired resources. A link from each Dewey number to its associated caption (and/or class-here and including notes) helps classifiers determine if class numbers should be accepted as is or if the resources need original subject cataloging. If the number is built, captions / topics from class-here and including notes for each component are displayed; this assumes access to a service that decomposes Dewey numbers into their component parts.



OUR PROCESS SO FAR



Metadata Strategy

• Vocabulary assessment/comparison
• Data analysis
• Modeling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the original ontology project, we reviewed several ontologies/vocabularies and realized that none had the coverage and granularity that we needed. In keeping with the principle of reusing existing vocabularies instead of creating our own, we started cherry-picking the properties we needed from the various vocabularies and naturally tracked the overlap of properties between vocabularies. Determining that OCLC needed to deliver data in any format that the community was using, we shifted to mapping the vocabularies instead of picking from them.We began to compare the resulting ontology to the Classification and Authority formats that DDC uses. Many of the properties were easily mapped but others were more difficult because they were specific not only to the MARC format but also how they were being used within the DDC. We spent part of a week explaining the DDC system to linked data SMEs and they spent the rest of the week explaining linked data to us.Like the larger ontology project, the Dewey assessment provided a theoretical model that needed to be tested. The classification data for schedules and tables and the authority data for the relative index was analyzed and fitted to the theoretical model. The modeling was updated as needed and then we iterated as we worked down through the data structures. Once we were comfortable we had a working model, we started to put the data into a storage system to make it a reality.



Problems Encountered

• Practical problems
• Complexity of the DDC system
• Ontology challenges
• Normalization – from MARC to entity descriptions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We ran into the normal practical problems of any ontology work with finding alignment between vocabularies, diagnosing the mismatches, and creating a repeatable workflow process.Although it was somewhat expected, we were still surprised by the complexity of the DDC system, the concepts that guide editorial development, and the data structures that make it all work. The project team ran into challenges with the natural crossing of disciplines, logical representation of the printed versions in data, coverage and scope of the different notes, conceptual changes as the system got the MARC format we use in our ESS, and the parallel developments of translated versions.The final challenge came during the normalization process. Breaking records into their component parts is always an interesting process but Dewey added to the fun because there are so many potential components in a classification record and because you also have to break down the authority records and map those components into the rest. After working through the process with a few records, it became apparent that breaking out each of the notes into separate entities would become problematic. It was decided that for the purposes of this presentation, keeping the notes in the class description and not linking them as separate entities would provide the level of functionality needed. We will revisit the nature of hierarchical inheritance of notes in a later phase of the project to see if separating out note entities is required or preferred for enhanced functionality.



Framework for Test Implementation

• Internal ontology
• Format and content negotiation
• Vocabulary and identifier mappings
• Wikibase instance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The project team started with the internal ontology and added the properties needed to properly model the DDC data. With a successful implementation of the data model on paper and in spreadsheets, it was time to implement it in a storage platform that could provide the linked data functionality we wanted. It was agreed that we would use the updated ontology for the implementation so we needed a platform that would take a custom vocabulary/ontology instead of forcing us to use a proprietary set of classes and properties.In line with the principle of flexibility that we built into the ontology, we wanted to allow users to export the data in a variety of formats. This required a platform with APIs that offered content negotiation and being able to product the different formats that users want. We also wanted a platform that maintained the property mappings across vocabularies and the identifier mappings between terminology services.We didn’t have the time or development staff to create such a platform from scratch so we started looking around for frameworks that we could reuse. The most promising was the open-source implementation of the platform that supports Wikidata. We implemented a Wikibase instance and got many of the features we were looking for without a lot of cost and with just a few weeks of effort.



WHERE CAN WE GO WITH THIS?



A few key technologies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the caveat, again, that this might not have anything to do with what we’d put into production!MediaWiki is a server-based software platform that powers Wikipedia. It provides a powerful, scalable data environment and offers a feature-rich wiki implementation. Those features include search and retrieval based on keyword searching or via entity identifiers.Wikibase is an extension to MediaWiki software and facilitates the structuring of the data for the Wikidata interface. The extension provides the primary user interface for creating and editing items and properties.	URL: http://54.209.214.179/dewey/index.php/Main_PageAlthough still in the implementation process, we intend to test the use of a SPARQL endpoint and an OpenRefine endpoint.There is an extension for a SPARQL Query Service which combines a SPARQL Endpoint with a user-friendly Query Service interface that supports complex and granular queries based on items, properties, and their relationships.There is also an extension for an OpenRefine API which provides an endpoint for an OpenRefine application. The application provides an interface for cleaning and reconciling data, using a set of reconciliation APIs and SPARQL queries.



Properties for Collaborative Curation

• Transform editorial process
• Multilingual support
• Community interfaces
• Relative Index mapping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A graph data implementation could provide opportunities for editors, classifiers, and end users alike. For us editors, we might be able to use such interfaces for smaller fixes, like connecting an index term with a new class. It provides a different way to navigate the hierarchy, as well as the Relative Index. Institutions could use custom versions that prioritize their language or languages. Connected with individual catalogs, it could allow end users different ways of searching. And if we have some crowdsourcing efforts around mapping of RI terms, just to name one example, this sort of interface could be effective.



In closing…

How would you like to use Dewey as linked data??
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